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ABSTRACT

Manufacturing industry is always a challenging area because of the unpredictable uncertainties and obstacles that might occur anytime throughout the operation. For a company to maintain a profitable growth from time-to-time, different approaches in reducing its operation cost while improving the product quality, operation efficiency, and overall control must be taken to avoid its market share being dominated by the competitors. Those approaches raised the demand of new and evolved management systems and production scheduling system is one of the management tool that been widely used in manufacturing industries and has been proven its capabilities and effectiveness through many success histories. The approach of this project is to implement a production scheduling board on a roof manufacturing company that start seeing the advantages of implementing a production scheduling system on their production floor. The implementation process is comprised of few stages, where each of the stage will be carried out according to the right sequence. The company current production flow was analyzed in order to find out the optimum production time that plays a critical role in deciding the functional ability and reliability of the proposed scheduling board. Throughout the analysis process, modifications on implemented scheduling board were identified so that the system is improved and adopted according to the circumstances. The final output of this project is that the implementation of production scheduling system shows positive and encouraged improvement based on the data collected and compared with data before the implementation where significant time were saved by using the scheduling method in managing flow of processes and orders. At the end of this project, an electronic version of scheduling board is constructed based on Microsoft Excel due the problem raised and suggestions given and finally recommendations were suggested to further improve the system and the overall process of this project.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter gives a description and overview of the project which including the background, company involved, problems given, objectives and scope.

1.1 Project Background

Manufacturing industry is a very challenging area because of the uncertainties and variations that will occur unpredictably throughout the manufacturing operation. Revenue and profit might be increased by attracting more customers to purchase the relevant products. However, without a good quality of product, a company will not be able to make those customers to become a loyal customer in future. Not only to maintain a quality of product, a company shall always find the way to become an innovative and creativity company in order to stand in the market with other competitor or to expand its current market.

Certain companies assuming that by pushing the marketing department to increase the sell volume, the company revenue will be increased and so do the profit earned. Certain company will concentrate in developing R&D department hoping that new product that invented will attract market attention and increase the company sell volume without paying much attention to overall process and quality control. However, solid data that obtained from latest researches after the current economy meltdown revealed that concentration management in specific department in a company will not help the company to withstand challenge like this because of destructible foundation formed based on that unhealthy management culture.
Asia Roofing Industries Sdn Bhd (ARI) is a leading company in manufacturing construction use products like roofing, truss, door and window frames, and etc. It is currently expanding its business into oversea markets and therefore the important of a solid company foundation is thoroughly understood by management team. By constantly review back its operation processes and customer up-to-date feedback, tools like 5S and ISO 9001 are used to solve the problems that occurred on the operation floor. However, number of customer complaints that regarding to ARI delivery issues never being successfully reduced due to its complexity of operation process and quite number of factors that always cause some operation and communication problems. All these constantly happening problems reminded management team of ARI that currently used management system is not good enough to solve and prevent the root causes of the problem from happening again. Based on this, ARI management is hoping that a suggested solution can be obtained after the completion of this project and that request inevitable becomes the outmost purpose for this study to be conducted in ARI.

1.2 Company Background

Asia Roofing Industries Sdn bhd was formed in 1990 as a manufacturer of top qualities long length tiles, industrial roofing and wall cladding under the brand name of —AJIYAI.

![Figure 1.1: Main Building for Asia Roofing Industries Sdn. Bhd](image)

ARI began its manufacturing operations modestly in a rented factory in Segamat and rapidly made in-roads into the building materials market with its innovative fabricated steel products. In 1993, ARI underwent major expansion by increasing its production lines and building its own modern factory to house its manufacturing operations and head office. In 2000, a third factory was built to cater to the increasing
demand for its products. The three factories have a combined build-up area of approximately 140,000 square feet. Due to increasing demand for their roofing materials, a few plants were set-is strategically located in Bukit Kemuning, Puchong (Central), Kota Bahru (East), Sungai Petani (North), and Senai (South) to better serve our customers throughout the country.

ARI expanded its mainstream activities with diversification into the manufacture of various steel products such as metal window and door frames, structural floor decking, hi-tensile galvanized purlins and architectural products which were developed by its Research and Development department. Aluminum and steel strip ceiling and metal sunshade were introduced during year 2000.

ARI continuously increase the value added content of its products through improvement in quality and R & D activities. ARI has the added advantage of a strong Engineering division where R & D are carried out. Research activities are enhanced by sophisticated and advanced facilities such as CAD system, a complex design software, CNC wire lathe and CNC wire cutting machine. The requirement for such sophisticated tools is a necessity in the current circumstances where the response time to the ever changing market requirement is becoming shorter.

The ready market acceptance of ARI range of products and the continuing strong support of our customers are testimony to the Company’s commitment to strive for the utmost best and auger well for future growth of ARI. ARI today is one of the largest players in fabricated steel products. Its products now cater to a wide range of uses from industrial building to the common home.

ARI’s most valuable assets are the people within the company. ARI has a total of 250 employees who are continuously trained to maintain high standard and quality of work. The company commitment towards quality is clearly reflected by its ISO 9001:2000 certification.
1.2.1 Management Philosophy And Style

ARI’s philosophy is to constantly strive for — Innovative and creation of quality products and services to meet the demands and needs of the market both present and future.

The ARI’s objectives, which are in line with the company’s philosophy, are met through:

1. Customer service via quick response to customer’s needs

2. Continuous research and development to generate products and services innovation in line with the latest technology.

3. Implementation of quality control, to provide quality products and services at a very competitive level to stay at the forefront of the market

4. Efficient production with flexibility in production process

5. Personnel development and training, to equip all employees with necessary skills and know-how for the development of a long term vision of the company’s future.
1.2.2 Corporate Structure

Figure 1.2: Corporate Structure
1.3 Problem Statement

ARI currently having the problem where the delivery date for the orders received are inconsistent. Depending on the amount of order received; the delivery day can be ranged from 3 working days until 7 working days, according to ARI policy. In real cases, the policy is sometime fail to be achieved under condition like high customer demands and high production volume. Normally under such condition, the delivery period should be prolonged according to the production floor capacity. The prolonged period that needed to achieve the delivery date usually determined by estimate the production current productivity and scheduled production activities. Due to the unclear feedback from the production floor about their planning and running activities, customer services mostly provided customer the incorrect delivery time and caused some unnecessary hassle to settle the additional problem raised. The mentioned unclear information is mostly contributed by the production floor unclear operation schedule where most of the time management and production officers don’t know which order is being produced by production floor and how the orders received throughout a day are being arranged. Besides that, this incident also indirectly causing problem like whenever an order is received by production office, they fail to provide an achievable time frame that needed to complete the order immediately due to the lack in those required information. In conclusion, the ARI production operation is not well scheduled accordingly, operation activities did not transparent enough, and the information that related to orders that received are not displayed clearly.

1.4 Objectives

1. To understand the implementation of production scheduling in manufacturing industry.
2. To apply Production Planning Information System to obtain the standard production time in ARI.
3. To propose any possible improvements for currently used scheduling method.
1.5 Project Scope

This project will focus the study on ARI current operation system that related to the problems that stated in previous section. Although relevant studies will be conducted on ARI production floor, however, the operation parameters like machine setting, machining methods, process sequence, materials used, delivery arrangement, and etc are unchangeable to avoid any conflict on production floor that might cause severe break-of-chain on daily production operation. Besides that, a model of solution or research results would be suggested to ARI management level only, which mean the suggestion only will be bring into ARI management meeting to decide either the solution can and will be tested for long enough period to test the impact on their current operation system, so far no guarantee given by management that the suggested plan at the end of this project can be really implement in ARI to further analysis the real impact on their operation. Moreover, the results obtained throughout the researches are surely can be used to further analyze the current production rate and the impact on the production rate that might brings by the suggested solution, however, due to the scope and works covered in current research are too wide, the analysis on production rate will not be performed under current situation.

1.6 Organization of PSM Report

This project is divided into five chapters which are shown in below:

Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter is gives an overview concept of the quality control and deals with fundamentals of quality, the use of quality control in industry. It involves the objective, problem statement and scope of study which pursued. The scope maps out the limitation and the set the boundaries to the areas of study.
Chapter 2: Literature review

This chapter discusses published information of production scheduling such as issue come from, concept of production scheduling and methods approach. The focus of this chapter is to summarize and synthesis arguments and ideas about production scheduling concept of others had approach within a certain time period.

Chapter 3: Methodology

This chapter describes the procedures step followed in order to pursue the study in the industry. It may include the step-by step account of the procedures carried out during do the research in the industry.

Chapter 4: Result and Discussion

This chapter will present the study finding in the form of figures and tables. It includes make some comment on the result to evaluate the results with regards to the hypothesis and available theories. In the discussion will explain whether the results obtained are expected or different from the result of the study. It also will discuss implications about the present and future consequences of the result.

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Recommendation

This chapter is important to evaluate this study work on the results obtained. It consists of justification of study objectives, review significant findings and recommendation for future studies. This chapter will suggest some ideas and methods to improve the current situation based on the research had done.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides the summaries for all the researches performed on available resources that related to the project like journals, reference books, and etc.

2.1 Introduction

Manufacturing firms are challenging by not only new market demand but also higher competition from competitors that continuously providing lower cost on same products with better service offered in order to gain bigger slice of current available market. Low cost manufacturing, faster delivery, wider variety of products, quicker and better product development, and steadily increasing quality standards are all become important facts to compete in such a manufacturing environment.

Volatility of demand, efficiency of production process, and appropriate production layout/management planning define the product volume and output. Firms are facing with the need to not only hold the line on cost while meet the demand for more frequent and smaller lot deliveries of an increasing variety of products, but also have ensure that their manufacturing process is flexible and adoptable to support the competitive priorities.

Shop floor planning plays an important role in affecting the production capacity and utilization of available resources (which will directly affects the manufacturing cost) since the planning made is mostly based on the available resources like machines, material and manpower. Below discuss all the information that related to production scheduling based on researches done and literatures gathered.
2.2 Production Scheduling

Kempf et al (2000) stated that schedule consists of a set of times and machine assignments for each operation of each job to be scheduled. In a manufacturing facility, the input to a scheduling system is generally derived from the current location of jobs in the system, the process plans describing the sequence of operations each job needs to undergo, due dates for the jobs and the state of the machine to process them, together with some estimates of uncertain events that may occur over the time period in the future covered by the scheduling system decisions to be made. The output from the system will be the set of job, machine, time, assignments for a given time horizon.

A schedule may be used on the shop floor in several different ways. Generally, a schedule is intended to produce certain patterns of behaviour in the manufacturing facility for which it was generated. That is, the schedule is designed to induce the occurrence of a planned set of events on the shop floor. This type of schedule shall be referred as a predictive schedule when it is released to the shop floor at a certain point in time with the intention of guiding system behaviour over a given time horizon. The period of time into the future covered by the decisions in the current predictive schedule will be referred to as the schedule horizon as mentioned by.

How strictly a predictive schedule is adhered to will vary from one manufacturing environment to another, based on factors such as manufacturing technology and organizational structure. In a strict hierarchical organization, management may insist on a predictive schedule being followed to the letter, whereas in a more distributed, team-based organization, a schedule can be viewed as advice to the personnel on the manufacturing floor, who are encouraged to take advantage of opportunities for improving it that may arise.

However, whatever the environment, there may be substantial deviations from the predictive schedule over the course of its execution due to unforeseen disruptions such as machine breakdowns or shop-floor personnel overriding the predictive schedule. The process of modifying the predictive schedule in the face of execution disruptions is generally referred to as reactive scheduling or rescheduling.